
on your device 

Control SaaS domain access
with Cloud App Controls

Block non-corporate uploads
with Cloud App Controls

Account detection
with Shadow IT

Block malicious websites
with Custom PoliciesWhy stop over when 

you can fly direct?
dope.security is your new secure web gateway. We 
eliminated the “stopover” data center with an on-device 
SSL-inspection proxy endpoint that supports HTTP/2, 
providing increased privacy, reliability, and 
performance. Enjoy a direct internet flight instantly and 
never worry about data center outages again.

apple windows
Mac native + Windows

4x
Performance

Compact
Less than 100 MB of RAM

A Secure Web 

                    Gateway
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s a l e s @ d o p e . s e c u r i t y

DOPE = Passion. Design. Attention to detail. That’s the difference with our on-device proxy, the Fly-Direct SWG.  
Paired with CASB Neural, the LLM-powered DLP, we build beautifully designed enterprise cybersecurity. So whether your 
company is small or large, you get a first-class experience.


It’s not that we’re mad at yesterday’s solutions—just disappointed. So we made it better. We made it easier. We made it dope.

Discover what apps are authorized to access 
your Microsoft 365 / Google via API
Uncover all third-party apps connected to your Microsoft 365 or Google  
SaaS tenant, neatly organized by access type: global, limited, or login access. 
Review detailed data such as app access start date, app access capabilities, 
and user info. And, as always, it’s just one click to revoke access.

One-click remediation straight 
from the console
From passport numbers to HIPAA data, every 
sensitive data discovery—or dopamine hit—can  
be unshared or reviewed with the click of a button. 
It’s all part of our signature dope experience.

Introducing Dopamine, our DLP 
AI large language model
Dopamine provides a highly precise human-readable 
document summary alongside any sensitive data 
extractions. Upgrade your old-school DLP regexes and 
pattern matching with LLMs, and experience fewer false 
positives than ever before with Dopamine DLP.

Discover your externally shared 
OneDrive / Google Drive files
One-click authorization instantly crawls your company’s 
tenant and classifies all externally shared files containing PII, 
PCI, PHI, Intellectual Property, or just “Other” Public files. 
There are no policies and no configurations required!

SSPM DLP

SSPM DLP

Dope 
Features

sitemap
Redesigned  

Architecture

browser
single-console

refresh
Single-sign on 
& auto syncing

clouds
cloud app 
control

magnifying-glass
SSL Inspection

analytics
Beautiful 
analytics

microchip-ai
AI / LLM- 

POWERED DLP

users
first-class 

user experience

CASB Neural
 Your SWG, now with AI-powered DLP for Cloud Apps
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